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Abstract— Secure information transmission between the two 

parties is essential because of rapid increase of digital 

communication and information technology.  Steganography a 

data hiding approach can be used to securely transmit data over 

the internet. In this paper we focus on hiding secret data in the 

selected speech parameters of GSM communication through 

Quantization using Predictive Coding hiding method. We have 

used two parameters LPC coefficients and RPE pulse parameters 

to hide the secret so that the quality of the signal is not affected. 

The objective is to analyze the quality of the signal after 

embedding with different capacity. Experimental results showed 

that with 25 percent embedding capacity in RPE pulse parameter 

the quality of the signal in terms of SNR, MSE and MOS were 

found to be above 26, 0.01, and 4. Irrespective of any embedding 

rate in LPC coefficients SNR, MSE and MOS are found to be 

above 28dB, 0.001 and 4 respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Information hiding is a method to secretly transmit any data 

without being noticed by an intruder. The output of this 

process is called stego-object, which the sender transmits 

through the communication channel and the secret message 

will be extracted by the receiver. Steganography is one of the 

hiding techniques used for the purpose of hiding the secret 

messages in-order to conceal the presence of secret messages 

from malicious attackers eavesdropping on a communication 

channel. Generally the medium used for hiding data are 

images, videos and audios. Audio steganography [4] is a 

method to convey secret messages inserted in a digital audio 

signal including music, digital audio broadcast and speech.  

With the rapid growth of mobile communications, it has 

become promising to exchange secret data between moving 

subjects using information hiding techniques. In our approach, 

we use steganography based on GSM full rate speech encoded 

bit stream. The main purpose for choosing the GSM is that the 

signal has low codec rate of 13Kbits/s and robust with regard 

to parameters, which means that small changes to the 

parameters in GSM which is used to embed secret information 

would not affect the quality of the speech signal.  GSM as 

RPE coder standard uses 13 Kbits/s for speech coding and the 

remainder 22.8 Kbits/s for channel error control. Even though 

GSM is vulnerable to false base station attack the attacker 

can’t get the secret message which has been hidden in the 

public speech using steganography technique. Mostly secure 

communication relies on encryption of secure information that 

is sent through channel. But this method became weak due to 

use of powerful computer especially quantum computer [8].  

The purpose of this work is to keep the communication part 

secure and safe. Our motivation is to protect the secret 

message by hiding data inside the GSM communication 

without affecting the quality of the signal. This process is 

entirely different from the basic encryption process.  Normally 

the encrypted signal will be heard as a piece of noisy signal 

where the illegal eavesdroppers will pay more attention. They 

will analyze the signal and then try to decrypt the signal. If 

they are not able to decrypt the received signal then they will 

try to interfere the signal and destroy it. So the receiver on the 

other side only get the damaged signal from which they cannot 

get secret message that was sent. Whereas in case of 

steganography even if the eavesdroppers intercepts the stego 

speech signal through network they will assumes it as normal 
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public speech and it would not draw their attention toward this 

signal. The receiver can get the secret message from the signal 

that is received at receiver side without any loss of integrity.  

In this paper we propose a speech steganography 

algorithm. We have used two speech parameters to embed the 

secret. Depending on the parameter we can decide the capacity 

of embedding by maintaining the fidelity and quality of the 

signal. Insensitivity of the human perception to small changes 

in these features and their natural variability ensures the 

inaudibility of the secret. A Quantization using Predictive 

Coding hiding method is used to embed payload bits into the 

speech parameters selected from the encoded GSM. The other 

parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section II 

explains the related work done in this area. Proposed system 

and experimental results is explained in section III and IV.  

Section V concludes the paper with a summary. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Briefly explain some of the data hiding approaches in GSM 

RPE-LPT. In [12] author highlights all of the recent 

developments of data hiding techniques in GSM RTE-LTP 

speech coder. Some of them are explained below. 

     In [2] Mehmet celik et al. proposed an algorithm which is 

used to hide secret in the following fields - GSM full rate 

RPE-LTP codec, QCELP and AMR. This is based on pitch 

synchronous overlap and Time-Domain Pitch Synchronous 

Overlap and Add algorithm in which, during watermark 

embedding phase modifications are done in pitch and duration 

of the signal.  In order to ensure the transparency of the 

watermark Mehmet has proposed a method in which he makes 

small changes to the feature like the pitch and duration of 

quasi periodic speech segments where these embedding 

changes are insensitive to human perception. The payload bits 

are embedded into the above mentioned features using 

quantization index modulation. 

      In [5] Hu Licai et al. developed an algorithm for 

embedding secret data in GSM Full Rate 06.10 ETSI RPE-

LTP 13Kbps bit stream. In this the encoded 260 bits are 

rearranged into three major groups before transmission. So the 

rearranged bits are categorized into three parts are, 

Ia: Most important 50 bits for speech quality which are 

protected by double channel coding method.                          

Ib: 132 bits which are protected by convolution coding.                                                                    

II: 78 bits which are unprotected because they are less 

important bits. 

In this the secret bits are embedded into Class Ib and Class II 

bits, and then their respective speech quality was compared. 

      In [3], Nicolas Chetry et al. made modification in GSM FR 

code where he modified 13 RPE (Regular Pulse Excitation) 

samples and then hide the data into the encoded bits. In this 

the embedding capacity is changed i.e. 0.6 Kbps, 0.8 Kbps, 

1Kbps and 1.2 Kbps where the data is hidden into the long-

term residual of a speech codec. The embedding is done using 

the process convolution coset code and a Viterbi search 

algorithm. At the decoding side, trivial parity bit calculation 

was done.  

      In [7], Peter Vary et al. hide data in RPE sequences based 

on hiding process joint coding and data hiding. This work uses 

the concept of Bandwidth Extension (BWE), where BWE is a 

process basically which works with or without the definite 

quantity of side information that is embedded into the bit 

stream by steganographic techniques. In this the RPE 

sequences current frame is sub divided into 3 blocks i.e. 13bits 

/13bits /14 bits. Within the block, for all LSBs one side 

information bit b is represented as parity. If the parity is not 

equal to b the sample will be requantized according to joint 

coding and data hiding method.  

      In [11], Koh Jun-Li et al. have proposed an algorithm in 

which the user can customize the quality of watermark in 

GSM speech and user can also specify the embedding rate for 

secret data. Based on the watermark quality specified by the 

user, the number of embedding bit is assigned. If the 

watermark bits exceed the maximum embedding capacity then 

algorithm declares that watermarking process cannot be done. 

Based on the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) value which 

identifies the sensitivity of each GSM coefficient bits with 

which the embedding bits are selected. With PSNR 

measurement values (87 dB to 50 dB) there are totally 19 

groups which are formed from 260 bits. 

      In [6], Shahbazi et al. have proposed an algorithm based 

on how to find optimum position bits out of 260 bit stream of 

GSM FR RPE-LTP (Long Term Prediction) to embed secret 

data in an encoded bit stream. Two ways are possible for 

approaching data hiding method; they are non content and 

content dependent optimum embedded positions. In non 

content approach various types of speech like unvoiced, 

voiced, silent etc is never considered. Based on PESQ score 

the secret data bits are replaced in place of lower significant 

bits out of 256 bits. Based on speech the content dependent 

approach varies.  

      In [1], Ninad et al. introduced an algorithm for hiding the 

information bits with different embedding rates such as 2.75 

Kbps, 2.30 Kbps, 2.15 Kbps, 2.05 Kbps and 1.8 Kbps. This 

process was proposed for ETSI GSM FR based on Regular 

Pulse Excitation pulses selection. In this there are mainly two 

different approaches over which this process was more 

concentrated, they are Joint approach and Fixed approach. In 

both the approaches RPE pulses was selected for embedding 

the secret information on class Ib bits and less significant bits 

are identified based on subjective quality.  

        Analysis By Synthesis (ABS) algorithm is used for the 
purpose of hiding and extracting secret information into GSM 
communication [9]. ABS is a process in which synthesised 
speech is generated using speech synthesiser in the speech 
coder; synthesised speech is compared with the original 
speech in order to calculate the error and minimize the error 
value between the original and synthesis speech [10]. This 
algorithm is used in such a way that during the speech coder 
processes the secret information bits are embedded into the 
carrier speech signal by using speech synthesizer. In this, 
speech coding stream is used as the carrier signal. In [8] the 
author described a new method for hiding secret speech 
information hiding and extracting in GSM RPE-LTP. Here, 
before embedding the signal is pre-processed, then divided 
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into frames and LPC (Linear Predictive Coding) coefficients 
are obtained using short-time analysis filtering. Then 
redundancy in the signal is reduced using long term prediction 
process. Then embedding is done using ABS scheme. In the 
decoder side the received signal are divided into segments and 
secret data is extracted using ABS extraction scheme [8]. 

III. INFORMATION HIDING AND EXTRACTING BASED ON 

QUANTIZATION USING PREDICTIVE CODING IN GSM 

We proposed an embedding algorithm based on Quantization 

using predictive coding and hides the secret information in 

two speech parameters namely LPC coefficients and RPE pulse 

coefficients during the encoding of GSM speech. Embedding in 

LPC coefficients influence only the data rate and not the 

quality of reconstructed speech quality but changes made to 

RPE pulse coefficients affect the quality of reconstructed speech. 

This work is divided into two phases where in first phase 

GSM RPE-LTP coding is done and the speech parameters are 

obtained. Then in second phase the proposed hiding scheme is 

used to embed the secret data into the parameters without 

affecting the quality of the reconstructed signal. The 

architecture of the system shown in Figure 1 is explained 

below 

A. Phase one:  GSM ENCODER  

The input signals are pre-processed in order to remove DC 

components and it pre-weights the high frequency 

components. Pre-processing is also used to reduce the 

background noise, balances the audio signal so that LPC 

analyses are made easy for further processing. Then pre-

processed signal is segmented into frames. Each frame is of 

time 20ms and composed of 160 sample points. Fragmentation 

process is done to reduce the complexity of analyzing LPC 

coefficients. Then the segmented frames are sent through 

following components: 

I. Levinson – Durbin algorithm: This algorithm is used to 

predict the coefficient of the audio signal. Here the auto 

correlation for each frame is done and their corresponding 

LPC coefficients and excitation parameters are calculated.  

From obtained LPC coefficients 10% of the values are only 

preserved for reconstruction of signal and 90% of the omitted 

LPC coefficients can be used to embed secret information bits.  

Using this algorithm reflection coefficient can also be 

calculated. Reflection coefficient gives the shape of the vocal 

tract from which the vocal tract area can be calculated. 

Reflection coefficient is ratio of the reflected wave amplitude 

to the incident wave amplitude. 

II. Long term LP analysis, Filtering and Coding: This process 

is done for every sub frame, where each sub frame consists of 

40 samples. In this the predicted errors d from the short term 

analysis together with reconstructed prediction error filter d’ 

are used. From this long term LP analysis gain, pitch period 

and overall prediction error are found. 

III. Position selection: The filtered prediction error sequence 

got from the long term LP analysis is down sampled by a ratio 

of 3, which results in 4 interleaved samples with the regular 

spaced pulses. From this RPE sequence is obtained. 

IV. Excitation generator: In this the samples are de-normalized 

with the help of peak magnitude then the output sequence 

from this process is up sampled by the ratio of 3 in which zero 

samples are inserted according to grid position. 

After the encoding process is done then embedding of secret 

information is processed which is explained below. The secret 

information is embedded into LPC and RPE parameters.   

B.  Phase two:  STEGANOGRAPHY PROCESS 

Steganography based on Quantization using Prediction Coding 

method: 

In this the difference between the signal strengths of the 

successive samples (xi – xi+1) are taken and then quantized that 

is rounded off to the nearest integer.  In this process it will 

have a pre determined stego-key table in which the every 

possible integer of the quantized difference signal Δi is 

assigned to a specific bit. Now check for the Δi value in the 

stego-key table, after this check the corresponding bit of the Δi 

value with the secret bit which is going to be embedded into 

the speech signal, if it is same then leave the value as it is. If 

the associated bit doesn’t match, then look at the other entries 

in the table until it matches. Then replace the Δi with the 

corresponding integer of the bit in the table which matches 

with the secret bit. 

Steps for the proposed steganography method with an 

example: 

1. LPC coefficients obtained from encoder process is 

taken : 

 

2. Difference between the successive LPC coefficients 

(i.e.) (xi – xi+1), are taken and the resultant values are 

rounded off to the nearest integer. 

 

3. The predetermined stego-key table is: 

 

4. The secret message to be hidden: 

 

5. Then from the table in step 2, first value is taken then 

it is compared with number row of stego-key table. If 

the first value from difference row matched with the 

any one of the values in number row then 

corresponding bit value is taken. This bit is compared 

with the secret bit. If the secret bit matches with the 

bit, then bit’s corresponding number is embedded 
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into the zero bit in original. If the secret bit is not 

matching with the bit then next bit is checked in the 

stego-key table until secret bit matches with the bit. If 

it matches then corresponding number value is 

embedded into zero bit of original. 

6. After steganography the values are:  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. GSM Encoder Steganography Architecture

C.  Phase three: GSM DECODER (receiver side) 

At the receiver side the signal sent by the transmitter are 

received and the following process is done. Decoding process 

is shown in Figure 2. 

1. Before decoding the parameter in which the secret 

information is embedded is taken and analyzed in order to 

extract the secret bits.  

2. The secret bit-stream is extracted from the LPC coefficients 

and then they are compared with the stego-key table in order 

to take the corresponding bit values. So the bits are taken and 

combined in order to get the secret information that is 

embedded into the speech signal at encoder side.                                        

3. The composite speech bit stream is divided into a segment 

with frame length.                             

4. Then they are sent through pitch synthesis filter and formant 

synthesis filter to form the synthetic speech signal.             

5. Finally de-emphasis process is done then the synthetic 

speech signal is sent to monitor device.  

The overall performance of system is measured using 
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) and SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) 
which will compute the quality of the reconstructed signal. 

 

Fig. 2. GSM Decoder Steganography Architecture 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

The proposed embedding method is implemented using 

Matlab. The audio file used as input is obtained by recording 

the speech as .wav file.  Once the audio signal is successfully 

encoded, LPC and RPE speech parameters are selected for 

embedding bits.  From the LPC coefficient the number of 

zero’s are analysed and we have seen that nearly 94% of 

values in LPC coefficients are zero and are omitted for 

reconstruction purpose. So we used these areas to embed the 

secret information. If the secret information is embedded in 

the non zero bits in the LPC coefficients then it affects the 

audio signal (i.e.) couldn’t able to construct the audio signal 

back successfully in decoder side. In case of embedding in 

RPE parameters only 25 % of the coefficients can be used 

without affecting the quality and error can be minimized. We 

have embedded the secret with varying embedding rates of 

100%, 75%, 50% and 25%. Here embedding capacity 100% 

implies all the zeros available in the parameter will be 

embedded by the secret bits. At the receiver side before 

decoding we will extract the secret from both the parameters 

and the decoding is done on the signal to reconstruct the 

original signal.  Results showed  that  changes made to LPC 

coefficients does not in any way affect  the reconstructed 

signal which is summarised in Table 1. The Table 2 concludes 

that as the embedding bits increases while embedding in RPE 

parameter the quality of reconstructed signal is decreased and 

at the same time error is also increased. So we can conclude 

that only 25 % of the RPE parameters can be used to hide 

information by maintaining the quality above 26 dB and MOS 

to be 4. We can also use combine parameters to embed the 

secret so that embedding rate is increased while maintaining 

the SNR to 28 dB and also by minimising the error rate.   

 
TABLE 1: Quality of reconstructed signal after hiding information into LPC 
coefficients with various embedding rates 

Stego embedding 

capacity 

SNR 

(dB) 

MSE  MOS 

100%,75%,50%, 25% 29.3 0.001186 4.5 

 
TABLE 2: Quality of reconstructed signal after hiding information into RPE 

parameter with various embedding rates 

Stego embedding 

capacity 

SNR 

(dB) 

MSE 

 

MOS 

100% 23.2374 0.669 2.30 

75% 23.6149 0.514 2.65 

50% 24.7552 0.355 3.85 

25% 27.8664 0.0153 4.0 

 

Figure 3 shows the spectrum and wave analysis of the original 

speech signal. Figure 4 shows the composite speech signal 

where secret message is embedded in LPC coefficient and 

Figure 5 shows the composite speech signal where the secret 

message is embedded in 25% of zeros in RPE parameter. 

On comparing the Figure 3 and Figure 4 we observed that 

there is a no difference in the wave and spectrum. But while 

comparing Figure 3 and Figure 5 there is difference which 

concludes hiding in RPE parameters effects the signal. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Spectrum and Wave of Original Carrier Speech 

 
Fig. 4. Spectrum and Wave of Composite Speech (LPC Coefficient) 

 

 
Fig. 5. Spectrum and Wave of Composite Speech (RPE Parameter) 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have shown the affect of different embedding 

bits on the LPC and RPE parameters. We have embedded 

secret by Quantization using Prediction Coding method. The 

secret information bits that are hidden in the LPC coefficients 

and also in the RPE pulses are extracted successfully in 

decoder side. The performance of our system is measured 

using SNR, MSE and MOS value. Results showed that our 

system could preserve the quality of the signal after 

embedding operation. After embedding using our 

steganography algorithm we could maintain the SNR above 26 

dB, MOS value to be 4 and minimized the MSE while 

embedding in LPC coefficients and in 25 % of the RPE 

parameter.  This information hiding technique can be used for 

sharing secret messages between people and can be used for 

military purposes. 
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